
KARDIS MARINE FOX 570
Beautiful and Comfortable Practical Sporty for relaxing moments in the 
most beautiful coasts of Sardinia
In Ogliastra, overlooking the eastern coast of Sardinia, one abandons the life 
of every day to rediscover the pleasure of admiring suggestive glimpses, rich 
in intense colors and intoxicating scents, true corners of paradise where the 
only whistle of the wind makes unrepeatable harmonies.
A personalized sea excursion allows you to fully enjoy the forty kilometers 
of the Ogliastra coast, in a crystal clear water, with sheer cliffs interspersed 
with marvelous white sandy coves, unique Mediterranean jewels.
With passion and professionalism, dedicating ourselves totally to the 
development of nautical tourism in Sardinia, on board of comfortable motor 
yachts, elegant sailing boats and new maxi inflatable boats, we organize 
personalized daily excursions and exclusive charter nautical rentals, side by 
side in every personalized request.
This inflatable boat is ideal boat for charter with family or friends in total 
freedom. Spacious, ergonomic, spacious, it offers nature lovers an opportunity 
to move around the eastern side of the island.
Sporty, practical, comfortable and very beautiful, it is equipped with every 
comfort, allowing guests precious moments of relaxation. In fact, the boat has 
a length of 5,7 meters by 2 meters of width, ensuring ergonomics and comfort, 
and can accommodate up to 5 passengers on board.
All prices include sundecks, sunshade awnings, on-board equipment, 
nautical accessories, safety equipment, RCA insurance..
Excluded from the price any foods, beverages, equipment and anything not 
specified.
In addition to daily and multi-day rentals, it is possible to organize half-day 
trips from 8:00 am to 1:00 pm and prices are reduced to 70% of the full price
Possibility to organize themed excursions: snorkeling, birdwatching, marine 
geological excursions, advertising services, etc.
Starting from Arbatax, you can explore the beautiful beaches of the Sardinian 
coast and navigate the crystal clear waters.
Do not hesitate to contact us to spend wonderful days on board our beautiful 
boat.


